Asynchronous Multiplex Communication Channels in 2-D Neural Network With Fluctuating Characteristics.
Neurons behave like transistors, but have fluctuating characteristics. In this paper, we show that several asynchronous multiplex communication channels can be established in a 2-D mesh neural network with randomly generated weights between eight neighbors. Neurons were simulated by integrate-and-fire neuron models without leakage and with fluctuating refractory period and output delay. If one of the transmitting neuron groups is stimulated, the signal is propagated in the form of spike waves. The corresponding receiving neuron group is able to identify the signal after having learned to form an asynchronous multiplex communication channel. The channel is composed of many intermediate/interstitial neurons working as relays. Each neuron can work as an I/O and as a relay element, i.e., as a multiuse unit. Grouping and synchronic firing is often seen in natural neuronal networks and seems to be effective for stable/robust communication in conjunction with spatial multiplex communication. This communication pattern corresponds to our wet lab experiments on cultured neuronal networks and is similar to sound identification by the ear and mobile adaptive communication systems.